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OCP: Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 8 Programmer II
Study Guide
The comprehensive study aide for those preparing for the new Oracle Certified
Professional Java SE Programmer I Exam 1Z0-815 Used primarily in mobile and
desktop application development, Java is a platform-independent, object-oriented
programming language. It is the principal language used in Android application
development as well as a popular language for client-side cloud applications.
Oracle has updated its Java Programmer certification tracks for Oracle Certified
Professional. OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11 Programmer I Study
Guide covers 100% of the exam objectives, ensuring that you are thoroughly
prepared for this challenging certification exam. This comprehensive, in-depth
study guide helps you develop the functional-programming knowledge required to
pass the exam and earn certification. All vital topics are covered, including Java
building blocks, operators and loops, String and StringBuilder, Array and ArrayList,
and more. Included is access to Sybex's superior online interactive learning
environment and test bank—containing self-assessment tests, chapter tests, bonus
practice exam questions, electronic flashcards, and a searchable glossary of
important terms. This indispensable guide: Clarifies complex material and
strengthens your comprehension and retention of key topics Covers all exam
objectives such as methods and encapsulation, exceptions, inheriting abstract
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classes and interfaces, and Java 8 Dates and Lambda Expressions Explains objectoriented design principles and patterns Helps you master the fundamentals of
functional programming Enables you to create Java solutions applicable to realworld scenarios There are over 9 millions developers using Java around the world,
yet hiring managers face challenges filling open positions with qualified
candidates. The OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11 Programmer I Study
Guide will help you take the next step in your career.

SCJD Exam with J2SE 5
Discover the latest features of Spring framework by building robust, fast, and
reactive web applications Key Features Take advantage of all the features of
Spring 5.0 with third party tools to build a robust back end Secure Spring based
web application using Spring Security framework with LDAP and OAuth protocol
Develop robust and scalable microservice based applications on Spring Cloud,
using Spring Boot Book Description Spring makes it easy to create RESTful
applications, merge with social services, communicate with modern databases,
secure your system, and make your code modular and easy to test. With the
arrival of Spring Boot, developers can really focus on the code and deliver great
value, with minimal contour. This book will show you how to build various projects
in Spring 5.0, using its features and third party tools. We'll start by creating a web
application using Spring MVC, Spring Data, the World Bank API for some statistics
on different countries, and MySQL database. Moving ahead, you'll build a RESTful
web services application using Spring WebFlux framework. You'll be then taken
through creating a Spring Boot-based simple blog management system, which
uses Elasticsearch as the data store. Then, you'll use Spring Security with the LDAP
libraries for authenticating users and create a central authentication and
authorization server using OAuth 2 protocol. Further, you'll understand how to
create Spring Boot-based monolithic application using JHipster. Toward the end,
we'll create an online book store with microservice architecture using Spring Cloud
and Netflix OSS components, and a task management system using Spring and
Kotlin. By the end of the book, you'll be able to create coherent and flexible realtime web applications using Spring Framework. What you will learn Build Spring
based application using Bootstrap template and JQuery Understand the Spring
WebFlux framework and how it uses Reactor library Interact with Elasticsearch for
indexing, querying, and aggregating data Create a simple monolithic application
using JHipster Use Spring Security and Spring Security LDAP and OAuth libraries for
Authentication Develop a microservice-based application with Spring Cloud and
Netflix Work on Spring Framework with Kotlin Who this book is for This book is for
competent Spring developers who wish to understand how to develop complex yet
flexible applications with Spring. You must have a good knowledge of Java
programming and be familiar with the basics of Spring.

SCJP Exam for J2SE 5
Aimed at helping Java developers, Servlet/JSP developers, and J2EE developers
pass the Sun Certified Web Component Developer Exam (SCWCD 310-081), this
study guide covers all aspects of the Servlet and JSP technology that Sun has
determined necessary. This new edition adds aspects of servlet/JSP development,
such as the Expression language, and updated materials of servlets with a
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particular focus on using filters to make request processing more efficient.
Covering the reliance on the JSP Standard Template Library (JSTL) and its core, this
guide allows JSP developers will be able to simplify their development process and
remove Java-based scriptlets and expressions from their code. All applications in
this book are designed to run on Apache's latest development server, Tomcat 5.0,
and instructions on how to install this new edition and execute servlets and JSPs
are included.

OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I Certification Guide
Practical instruction helps the reader master new features of Java 1.4 by working
through a project similar to what is required to successfully complete the Sun
Certified Developer Examination.

Spring 5.0 Projects
Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for Java EE Study Guide
Export author Barker covers information key for proficiency with an OO
programming language like Java, and shows how to really create reusable code
and extensible applications.

SCJP Sun Certified Programmer for Java 6 Study Guide
Sun's foundation-level Sun Certified Java Programmer (SCJP) for Standard Edition 6
is a must-have for any Java programmer, and is a prerequisite for Sun’s specialty
certifications. This resource is essential preparation for the SCJP and focuses
heavily on the skill set that Sun expects its SCJPs to have, with numerous
examples, exercises, and real-world scenarios to give readers the tools needed to
use what they learn. The material covers declarations, initialization, and scoping;
flow control; API contents; concurrency; object-oriented concepts;
collections/generics; and fundamentals. The interactive CD-ROM features chapter
review questions, two bonus exams, a series of flashcards that can be used on PCs
or handheld devices, and an e-book. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook file.

Complete Java 2 Certification
If you'd like to learn the new features in Java SE 5.0 and pass the Sun Certified Java
Programmer Upgrade Exam (CX-310-056), then this book is for you. It covers all
the Java SE 5.0 new features required in the exam. You don't need to read about
the existing features that you already know. 117 review questions and mock exam
questions are included. The first 25 pages are freely available on
http://agileskills2.org/FTSCJP. You can judge it yourself.

Thinking in Java
Java technology is rapidly becoming the standard tool for building dynamic web
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sites and connecting web front ends to databases and applications on a server.
However, very few books are available on servlet and JSP, especially those that
cover recent versions of the specification, advanced techniques or reflect on realworld experience. This book intends to bridge this gap. Key Features Extensive
coverage of: • JDBC architecture and the different types of drivers • Basic SQL
commands • RowSet and transaction management • Servlet API and its life cycle •
Form validation • ServletConfig and ServletContext • Servlet chaining and session
tracking • JSP and its life cycle • JSP tag and JSTL tag • JSP chaining and session
tracking

Pro Jakarta Commons
Learning a complex new language is no easy task especially when it s an objectoriented computer programming language like Java. You might think the problem
is your brain. It seems to have a mind of its own, a mind that doesn't always want
to take in the dry, technical stuff you're forced to study. The fact is your brain
craves novelty. It's constantly searching, scanning, waiting for something unusual
to happen. After all, that's the way it was built to help you stay alive. It takes all
the routine, ordinary, dull stuff and filters it to the background so it won't interfere
with your brain's real work--recording things that matter. How does your brain
know what matters? It's like the creators of the Head First approach say, suppose
you're out for a hike and a tiger jumps in front of you, what happens in your brain?
Neurons fire. Emotions crank up. Chemicals surge. That's how your brain knows.
And that's how your brain will learn Java. Head First Java combines puzzles, strong
visuals, mysteries, and soul-searching interviews with famous Java objects to
engage you in many different ways. It's fast, it's fun, and it's effective. And, despite
its playful appearance, Head First Java is serious stuff: a complete introduction to
object-oriented programming and Java. You'll learn everything from the
fundamentals to advanced topics, including threads, network sockets, and
distributed programming with RMI. And the new. second edition focuses on Java
5.0, the latest version of the Java language and development platform. Because
Java 5.0 is a major update to the platform, with deep, code-level changes, even
more careful study and implementation is required. So learning the Head First way
is more important than ever. If you've read a Head First book, you know what to
expect--a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works. If you
haven't, you're in for a treat. You'll see why people say it's unlike any other Java
book you've ever read. By exploiting how your brain works, Head First Java
compresses the time it takes to learn and retain--complex information. Its unique
approach not only shows you what you need to know about Java syntax, it teaches
you to think like a Java programmer. If you want to be bored, buy some other book.
But if you want to understand Java, this book's for you.

Sun Certified Programmer & Developer for Java 2 Study Guide
An overview of the programming language's fundamentals covers syntax,
initialization, implementation, classes, error handling, objects, applets, multiple
threads, projects, and network programming.

SCJP: Sun Certified Programmer for Java Platform Study Guide
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Complete, trusted preparation for the Java Programmer II exam OCP: Oracle
Certified Professional Java SE 8 Programmer II Study Guide is your comprehensive
companion for preparing for Exam 1Z0-809 as well as upgrade Exam 1Z0-810 and
Exam 1Z0-813. With full coverage of 100% of exam objectives, this invaluable
guide reinforces what you know, teaches you what you don't know, and gives you
the hands-on practice you need to boost your skills. Written by expert Java
developers, this book goes beyond mere exam prep with the insight, explanations
and perspectives that come from years of experience. You'll review the basics of
object-oriented programming, understand functional programming, apply your
knowledge to database work, and much more. From the basic to the advanced, this
guide walks you through everything you need to know to confidently take the OCP
1Z0-809 Exam and upgrade exams 1Z0-810 and 1Z0-813. Java 8 represents the
biggest changes to the language to date, and the latest exam now requires that
you demonstrate functional programming competence in order to pass. This guide
has you covered, with clear explanations and expert advice. Understand abstract
classes, interfaces, and class design Learn object-oriented design principles and
patterns Delve into functional programming, advanced strings, and localization
Master IO, NIO, and JDBC with expert-led database practice If you're ready to take
the next step in your IT career, OCP: Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 8
Programmer II Study Guide is your ideal companion on the road to certification.

OCA: Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8 Programmer I Study
Guide
Covers all the topics for the 310-035 and 310-027 exams, with step-by-step
instruction, practice exercises, and test-taking tips.

The Java Language Specification
This book offers a comprehensive study package of the core concepts of Java
Programming, with real-world examples from industry. Concepts such as Marker
Interface, Serialization, Externalization, Multithreading, Collection Framework are
explored. Coverage also includes internet programming concepts, benefits of
executing Java programs, advantages of updating new features, ways of increasing
user performance, security features and enhancements, and improved developer
productivity. Key features: Annotation: A new feature in Java Programming
provided by JDK5.0 version. It can be used to describe metadata (data about data)
in Java programming; Collection Framework: All collection frameworks contain the
Interfaces, Implementations and Algorithms; Enhanced for loop: Introduced in
Java5. The advantage of for-each loop is that it eliminates the possibility of bugs
and makes the code more readable; Serialization & De-Serialization Externalization
Debugging Exercises: In every chapter debugging exercises are given.

Scwcd Exam Study Kit
Currently used at many colleges, universities, and high schools, this hands-on
introduction to computer science is ideal for people with little or no programming
experience. The goal of this concise book is not just to teach you Java, but to help
you think like a computer scientist. You’ll learn how to program—a useful skill by
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itself—but you’ll also discover how to use programming as a means to an end.
Authors Allen Downey and Chris Mayfield start with the most basic concepts and
gradually move into topics that are more complex, such as recursion and objectoriented programming. Each brief chapter covers the material for one week of a
college course and includes exercises to help you practice what you’ve learned.
Learn one concept at a time: tackle complex topics in a series of small steps with
examples Understand how to formulate problems, think creatively about solutions,
and write programs clearly and accurately Determine which development
techniques work best for you, and practice the important skill of debugging Learn
relationships among input and output, decisions and loops, classes and methods,
strings and arrays Work on exercises involving word games, graphics, puzzles, and
playing cards The updated second edition of Think Java also features new chapters
on polymorphism and data processing, as well as content covering changes
through Java 12.

RFID+ Study Guide and Practice Exams
Covers how to program LEGO Mindstorms using the Java Communications
Extension API; the RCXPort Java API; the RCXJava API; the leJOS system,
programming, tools, and internals; and Jini.

A Programmer's Guide to Java Certification
Beginning Java Objects
Covers basic terminology and concepts of object oriented programming. Contains
programming exercises and illustrations.

Java 2 Programmer
The Definitive Java Programming Guide Fully updated for Java SE 8, Java: The
Complete Reference, Ninth Edition explains how to develop, compile, debug, and
run Java programs. Bestselling programming author Herb Schildt covers the entire
Java language, including its syntax, keywords, and fundamental programming
principles, as well as significant portions of the Java API library. JavaBeans,
servlets, applets, and Swing are examined and real-world examples demonstrate
Java in action. New Java SE 8 features such as lambda expressions, the stream
library, and the default interface method are discussed in detail. This Oracle Press
resource also offers a solid introduction to JavaFX. Coverage includes: Data types,
variables, arrays, and operators Control statements Classes, objects, and methods
Method overloading and overriding Inheritance Interfaces and packages Exception
handling Multithreaded programming Enumerations, autoboxing, and annotations
The I/O classes Generics Lambda expressions String handling The Collections
Framework Networking Event handling AWT and Swing The Concurrent API The
Stream API Regular expressions JavaFX JavaBeans Applets and servlets Much,
much more

SCJP Sun Certified Programmer for Java 6 Study Guide
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This book contains practice test for Oracle Certified Professional - Java SE 11
Programmer I (1Z0-815) Exam. Java SE 11 Programmer I - Exam Information: Exam
Code: 1Z0-815 Duration: 180 minutes Questions #: 80 (Multiple Choice / Multiple
Select) Passing score: 63% There are 6 Practice Tests with 80 questions each i.e.,
480 questions in total. Questions are designed based on real examination
questions in terms of pattern and complexity. Practice tests are randomized to give
the real examination feel. Each practice test covers questions on all exam
objectives. After each Practice Test, correct answers are provided with explanation
for reference and understanding. Relevant hints and how to approach a question in
real examination setting is also provided in explanation. Completing all the tests
successfully will boost your confidence to attempt 1Z0-815 examination.

Fast Track to Sun Certified Java Programmer (SCJP) 5.0
Upgrade Exam
Get the book that shows you not only what to study, but how to study. The only
classroom-based integrated study system for professional certification gives you
complete coverage of all objectives for the Sun Certified Programmer for Java 5
exam, hundreds of practice exam questions, and hands-on exercises. The CD-ROM
features full practice exam software plus an adaptive test engine.

The Sun Certified Java Developer Exam with J2SE 1.4
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an automatic identification method, relying
on storing and remotely retrieving data using devices called RFID tags (also called
transponders). This book is a guide to CompTIA's new RFID+ Security exam and
includes the following study elements: Exam objectives covered in a chapter are
clearly explained in the beginning of the chapter, Notes and Alerts highlight the
crucial points, Exam’s Eye View emphasizes the important points from the exam’s
perspective, Key Terms present definitions, Review Questions contain questions
modeled after the real exam questions. Answers to these questions are presented
with complete explanations in an appendix. Also included is a full practice exam
modeled after the real exam. The answers to the exam questions are presented
with full explanations. The only RFID+ study guide that provides 100% coverage of
all exam objectives for the CompTIA RFID+ exam Packed full of special features
and material to aid and reinforce learning

How to Cheat at Deploying and Securing RFID
The completely-updated preparation guide for the new OCP Oracle Certified
Professional Java SE 11 Programmer II exam—covers Exam 1Z0-816 Java, a
platform-independent, object-oriented programming language, is used primarily in
mobile and desktop application development. It is a popular language for clientside cloud applications and the principal language used to develop Android
applications. Oracle has recently updated its Java Programmer certification tracks
for Oracle Certified Professional. OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11
Programmer II Study Guide ensures that you are fully prepared for this difficult
certification exam. Covering 100% of exam objectives, this in-depth study guide
provides comprehensive coverage of the functional-programming knowledge
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necessary to succeed. Every exam topic is thoroughly and completely covered
including exceptions and assertions, class design, generics and collections,
threads, concurrency, IO and NIO, and more. Access to Sybex's superior online
interactive learning environment and test bank—including self-assessment tests,
chapter tests, bonus practice exam questions, electronic flashcards, and a
searchable glossary of important terms—provides everything you need to be fully
prepared on exam day. This must-have guide: Covers all exam objectives such as
inheriting abstract classes and interfaces, advanced strings and localization, JDBC,
and Object-Oriented design principles and patterns Explains complex material and
reinforces your comprehension and retention of important topics Helps you master
more advanced areas of functional programming Demonstrates practical methods
for building Java solutions OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11
Programmer II Study Guide will prove invaluable for anyone seeking achievement
of this challenging exam, as well as junior- to senior-level programmers who uses
Java as their primary programming language.

OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11 Programmer I
Study Guide
Focusing 100% on the exam objectives, OCA: Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8
Programmer I Study Guide is designed to make you fully prepared for this
challenging exam. Between Java 7 and Java 8, Oracle has made the biggest
changes to the language in a long time. In particular, developers will need to learn
functional programming for the first time to pass the certification. This
comprehensive study guide covers all of the key topic areas Java programmers will
need to be familiar with, including: Java basics Operators, conditionals and loops
String and StringBuilder, Array and ArrayList Methods and encapsulation Inheriting
abstract classes and interfaces Exceptions Class design Object-Oriented design
principles and design patterns Generics and collections Functional programming
Advanced strings and localization Exceptions and assertions IO and NIO Threads
Concurrency JDBC With this complete Study Guide, Java developers will gain the
information, understanding, and practice they need to pass the OCAJP 8 exam.

SCJP Exam for J2SE 5
RFID is a method of remotely storing and receiving data using devices called RFID
tags. RFID tags can be small adhesive stickers containing antennas that receive
and respond to transmissions from RFID transmitters. RFID tags are used to
identify and track everything from Exxon EZ pass to dogs to beer kegs to library
books. Major companies and countries around the world are adopting or
considering whether to adopt RFID technologies. Visa and Wells Fargo are currently
running tests with RFID, airports around the world are using RFID to track cargo
and run customs departments, universities such as Slippery Rock are providing
RFID-enabled cell phones for students to use for campus charges. According to the
July 9 CNET article, RFID Tags: Big Brother in Small Packages?, "You should become
familiar with RFID technology because you'll be hearing much more about it soon.
Retailers adore the concept, and CNET News.com's own Alorie Gilbert wrote last
week about how Wal-Mart and the U.K.-based grocery chain Tesco are starting to
install "smart shelves" with networked RFID readers. In what will become the
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largest test of the technology, consumer goods giant Gillette recently said it would
purchase 500 million RFID tags from Alien Technology of Morgan Hill, CA." For
security professionals needing to get up and running fast with the topic of RFID,
this How to Cheat approach to the topic is the perfect "just what you need to
know" book! * For most business organizations, adopting RFID is a matter of when
* The RFID services market is expected to reach $4 billion by 2008 * Covers
vulnerabilities and personal privacy--topics identified by major companies as key
RFID issues

SCEA Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for Java EE Study Guide
(Exam 310-051)
Discusses the Sun certification test and Java programming fundamentals, offers
sample tests and answers, and provides a cram sheet.

Head First Servlets and JSP
Best selling author Paul Sanghera offers cohesive, concise, yet comprehensive
coverage of all the topics included in the Sun Certified Programmer for Java 5 exam
(CX 310-055). With a laser sharp focus on the exam objectives, this study guide
goes beyond just being an "exam cram." The material is presented in a logical
learning sequence: a section builds upon previous sections and a chapter on
previous chapters. All concepts, simple and complex, are defined and explained
when they appear the first time. There is no hopping from topic to topic and no
technical jargon without explanation. No prior knowledge of Java programming is
assumed. The single most difficult aspect of this exam is to read and understand
the code in the exam questions in a limited amount of time. To help you get fluent
and comfortable with the code, the book offers complete runnable code examples
distributed over all the chapters and a codewalk quicklet feature at the end of each
chapter. Although the primary purpose of the book is to help you pass the SCJP
exam, it will also serve as a good reference after the exam. Special features
include: Hundreds of questions modeled after the real exam with fully explained
answers. A complete practice exam with questions modeled after the real exam
and fully explained answers. Hundreds of complete runnable code examples,
explained in the book, that you can download and experiment with. This is a codeintensive exam. The Codewalk Quicklet feature based on the process-based
codewalk philosophy to prepare you for efficient response to the code-based
questions in the exam. The Exam Quick Prep feature which recaps all the important
points for the last hour of preparation before taking the exam. Useful information
and analysis for the programmers who are considering updating the J2SE 1.4
certification to J2SE 5.

J2EE Made Easy
Summary OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I Certification Guide prepares you for the
1Z0-808 with complete coverage of the exam. You'll explore important Java topics
as you systematically learn what's required to successfully pass the test. Purchase
of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from
Manning Publications. About the Book To earn the OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I
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Certification, you have to know your Java inside and out, and to pass the exam you
need to understand the test itself. This book cracks open the questions, exercises,
and expectations you'll face on the OCA exam so you'll be ready and confident on
test day. OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I Certification Guide prepares Java developers
for the 1Z0-808 with thorough coverage of Java topics typically found on the exam.
Each chapter starts with a list of exam objectives mapped to section numbers,
followed by sample questions and exercises that reinforce key concepts. You'll
learn techniques and concepts in multiple ways, including memorable analogies,
diagrams, flowcharts, and lots of well-commented code. You'll also get the scoop
on common exam mistakes and ways to avoid traps and pitfalls. What's Inside
Covers all exam topics Hands-on coding exercises Flowcharts, UML diagrams, and
other visual aids How to avoid built-in traps and pitfalls Complete coverage of the
OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I exam (1Z0-808) About the Reader Written for
developers with a working knowledge of Java who want to earn the OCA Java SE 8
Programmer I Certification. About the Author Mala Gupta is a Java coach and
trainer who holds multiple Java certifications. Since 2006 she has been actively
supporting Java certification as a path to career advancement. Table of Contents
Introduction Java basics Working with Java data types Methods and encapsulation
Selected classes from the Java API and arrays Flow control Working with
inheritance Exception handling Full mock exam

Head First EJB
* An update of the popular first edition, the second edition covers changes to the
exam per the release of J2SE 5. * Co-authored by Mehran Habibi, member of the
official Sun certification team, author of the first edition, and author of the Apress
book Java Regular Expressions: Taming the java.util.regex Engine (Apress, 2004). *
Guides the reader through a complete project implementation, familiarizing him
with the key concepts, requirements, and pitfalls sure to come up in the exam.

Head First Java
For nearly five years, one book has served as the definitive reference to Java for all
serious developers: The Java Language Specification, by James Gosling, Bill Joy,
and Guy Steele. Now, these world-renowned Java authorities (along with new coauthor Gilad Bracha) have delivered a monumental update. This completely
revised Second Edition covers the Java 2 Platform Standard Edition Version 1.3 with
unprecedented depth and precision, offering the invaluable insights of Java's
creators to every developer. There is no better source for learning everything
about the Syntax and Semantics of the Java programming language. Developers
will turn to this book again and again.

Java
The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available--Written by the Lead Developers
of Exam 310-065 With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises,
SCJP Sun Certified Programmer for Java 6 Study Guide covers what you need to
know--and shows you how to prepare--for this challenging exam. 100% complete
coverage of all official objectives for exam 310-065 Exam Objective Highlights in
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every chapter point out certification objectives to ensure you're focused on passing
the exam Exam Watch sections in every chapter highlight key exam topics covered
Simulated exam questions match the format, tone, topics, and difficulty of the real
exam Covers all SCJP exam topics, including: Declarations and Access Control ·
Object Orientation · Assignments · Operators · Flow Control, Exceptions, and
Assertions · Strings, I/O, Formatting, and Parsing · Generics and Collections · Inner
Classes · Threads · Development CD-ROM includes: Complete MasterExam practice
testing engine, featuring: Two full practice exams; Detailed answers with
explanations; Score Report performance assessment tool Electronic book for
studying on the go Bonus coverage of the SCJD exam included! Bonus
downloadable MasterExam practice test with free online registration.

SCJA Sun Certified Java Associate Study Guide (Exam
CX-310-019)
* Only book (first to market) to focus exclusively on Jakarta Commons. * Focuses
on the most stable and popular components that can be used in applications now.
* Many of the commons projects are poorly documented so this book provides
much needed information on their use.

SCJP Sun Certified Programmer for Java 5 Study Guide (Exam
310-055)
The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available for Exam 310-051 With hundreds
of practice questions and hands-on exercises, Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for
Java EE Study Guide covers what you need to know--and shows you how to
prepare--for this challenging exam. 100% complete coverage of all official
objectives for exam 310-051 Inside the Exam sections in every chapter highlight
key exam topics covered Simulated exam questions match the format, tone,
topics, and difficulty of the real exam Covers all the exam topics, including: Basic
Principles of Enterprise Architectures * Object-Oriented Design Using UML *
Applicability of JEE Technology * Design Patterns * Legacy Connectivity * EJB and
Container Models * Messaging * Internationalization and Localization * Security
Electronic content includes: Complete MasterExam practice testing engine,
featuring: One full practice exam: Detailed answers with explanations: Score
Report performance assessment tool Electronic book for studying on the go With
free online registration: Bonus downloadable MasterExam practice test

Programming Lego Mindstorms with Java
Definitive, Comprehensive SCEA Exam Prep–Straight from Sun’s Exam Developers!
This book delivers complete, focused review for Sun’s new Sun Certified Enterprise
Architect (SCEA) for Java EE certification exam—straight from two of the exam’s
creators! SCEA lead developer/assessor Mark Cade and SCEA lead
developer/assessor Humphrey Sheil offer powerful insights, real-world architectural
case studies, and challenging sample questions that systematically prepare you for
the actual exam. For every question, the authors show why the right answers are
right—and why the other answers are wrong. Cade and Sheil cover every SCEA
exam topic, skill, and technique, including: Understanding system architecture and
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its goals Decomposing larger systems into components organized by tiers or layers
Addressing requirements for scalability, maintainability, reliability, availability,
extensibility, performance, and security Building effective web (presentation) tiers,
and analyzing tradeoffs associated with using web frameworks Leveraging EJB 3’s
enhancements for business tier development Covering new enhancements in the
JEE 5 platform Choosing and architecting the best integration and messaging
components for your system Using the Java security model to enforce
confidentiality, integrity, authorization, authentication, and non-repudiation Using
the most powerful and useful Java EE architecture patterns Documenting Java EE
architectures through visual models and narratives The authors also present
detailed guidance for handling every element of the SCEA exam—including your
development and defense of a complete real-world architectural solution.

OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11 Programmer II
Study Guide
The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available--Written by the Lead Developers
of Exam 310-065 With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises,
SCJP Sun Certified Programmer for Java 6 Study Guide covers what you need to
know--and shows you how to prepare--for this challenging exam. 100% complete
coverage of all official objectives for exam 310-065 Exam Objective Highlights in
every chapter point out certification objectives to ensure you're focused on passing
the exam Exam Watch sections in every chapter highlight key exam topics covered
Simulated exam questions match the format, tone, topics, and difficulty of the real
exam Covers all SCJP exam topics, including: Declarations and Access Control ·
Object Orientation · Assignments · Operators · Flow Control, Exceptions, and
Assertions · Strings, I/O, Formatting, and Parsing · Generics and Collections · Inner
Classes · Threads · Development CD-ROM includes: Complete MasterExam practice
testing engine, featuring: Two full practice exams; Detailed answers with
explanations; Score Report performance assessment tool Electronic book for
studying on the go Bonus coverage of the SCJD exam included! Bonus
downloadable MasterExam practice test with free online registration.

SCJP Sun Certified Programmer for Java 5 Study Guide (Exam
310-055)
A guide to JavaBeans provides more than two hundred questions and answers to
help readers pass the Sun Certified Business Component Developer exam.

A Programmer'S Guide To Java Scjp Certification: A
Comprehensive Primer, 3/E
Get the book that shows you not only what to study, but how to study. The only
classroom-based integrated study system for professional certification gives you
complete coverage of all objectives for the Sun Certified Programmer for Java 5
exam, hundreds of practice exam questions, and hands-on exercises. The CD-ROM
features full practice exam software plus an adaptive test engine.

Think Java
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Looking to study up for the new J2EE 1.5 Sun Certified Web Component Developer
(SCWCD) exam? This book will get you way up to speed on the technology you'll
know it so well, in fact, that you can pass the brand new J2EE 1.5 exam. If that's
what you want to do, that is. Maybe you don't care about the exam, but need to
use servlets and JSPs in your next project. You're working on a deadline. You're
over the legal limit for caffeine. You can't waste your time with a book that makes
sense only AFTER you're an expert (or worse, one that puts you to sleep). Learn
how to write servlets and JSPs, what makes a web container tick (and what ticks it
off), how to use JSP's Expression Language (EL for short), and how to write
deployment descriptors for your web applications. Master the c:out tag, and get a
handle on exactly what's changed since the older J2EE 1.4 exam. You don't just
pass the new J2EE 1.5 SCWCD exam, you'll understand this stuff and put it to work
immediately. Head First Servlets and JSP doesn't just give you a bunch of facts to
memorize; it drives knowledge straight into your brain. You'll interact with servlets
and JSPs in ways that help you learn quickly and deeply. And when you're through
with the book, you can take a brand-new mock exam, created specifically to
simulate the real test-taking experience.

Java: The Complete Reference, Ninth Edition (INKLING CH)
Best selling author Paul Sanghera offers cohesive, concise, yet comprehensive
coverage of all the topics included in the Sun Certified Programmer for Java 5 exam
(CX 310-055). With a laser sharp focus on the exam objectives, this study guide
goes beyond just being an "exam cram." The material is presented in a logical
learning sequence: a section builds upon previous sections and a chapter on
previous chapters. All concepts, simple and complex, are defined and explained
when they appear the first time. There is no hopping from topic to topic and no
technical jargon without explanation. No prior knowledge of Java programming is
assumed. The single most difficult aspect of this exam is to read and understand
the code in the exam questions in a limited amount of time. To help you get fluent
and comfortable with the code, the book offers complete runnable code examples
distributed over all the chapters and a codewalk quicklet feature at the end of each
chapter. Although the primary purpose of the book is to help you pass the SCJP
exam, it will also serve as a good reference after the exam. Special features
include: Hundreds of questions modeled after the real exam with fully explained
answers. A complete practice exam with questions modeled after the real exam
and fully explained answers. Hundreds of complete runnable code examples,
explained in the book, that you can download and experiment with. This is a codeintensive exam. The Codewalk Quicklet feature based on the process-based
codewalk philosophy to prepare you for efficient response to the code-based
questions in the exam. The Exam Quick Prep feature which recaps all the important
points for the last hour of preparation before taking the exam. Useful information
and analysis for the programmers who are considering updating the J2SE 1.4
certification to J2SE 5.

Java SE 11 Programmer I -1Z0-815 Practice Tests
The SCJA certification is for entry-level Java programmers interested in pursuing a
career in application development or software project management
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